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Gale Literary Databases – Platform Updates
September 1, 2015
Effective August 7th, Gale Literary Databases has moved to the new Artemis Literary Sources platform. Gale Literary Databases is available
via the Library’s A-Z Database List and select Research Guides.
This new platform provides:
Workflow tools and features such as search assist functionality, mobile compatibility, topic finder, term frequency graphs, and interface
translation.
Basic and advanced search options, including searching by keyword, full text, named author, volume, named work, series name, and
more.
More intuitive searching with search history and multiple result list sort options.
Cross-searchability with other Gale literature resources.
Gale Literary Databases includes Contemporary Literature Criticism-Select, Contemporary Authors, and the Dictionary of Literary Biography.
See this FAQ post for more information and contact the Information Desk (tel:912-478-5645) with any questions.
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